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A Mal'cev characterization of tolerance regularity 
IVAN CHAJDA 

A variety "V of algebras is regular if it contains only regular algebras, i.e. if 
any two congruences on 91 coincide whenever they have a congruence class 
in common. The regularity of varieties is a Mal'cev condition, see [7], [11], [12]. 
A tolerance T on an algebra 91=(A, F) is a reflexive and symmetric binary relation 
on A satisfying the Substitution Property with respect to all operations of 91; 
this means that 

</(« «„),/(*> K))£T 
for each n-ary f£F whenever (ap ft,)6T for an b£A ( /=1, . . . ,«) . This notion 
comes from that of congruence by omitting the requirement of transitivity. The 
set LT (91) of all tolerances on an algebra 91 forms an algebraic lattice with respect 
to set inclusion (see [2], [6]). Hence, we can introduce the following concepts. If 
a,b£A and MQAxA, denote by T(a,b) or T(M) the least tolerance on 91 
containing the pair (a, b) or the set M, respectively. 

Let r e L T (91). Call [a]T= {a, b)£T} the tolerance class of T containing 
a£A. This generalizes the concept of a congruence class; other generalizations 
can be found in [3], [4], [5]. 

D e f i n i t i o n 1. An algebra 91 is tolerance regular if any two tolerances on 
91 coincide whenever they have a tolerance class in common. A variety i f of 
algebras is tolerance regular if each 9 1 W has this property. 

Let T€LT(9I) and let [a]T be a tolerance class of T. Denote by Tol {[a]r} 
the least tolerance on 91 having a tolerance class equal to [a]T. Clearly Tol {[a]r}= 
= T(M) for M={a)X[a\T. 

Lemma 1. Let 91=(A, F) be an algebra and MQAY.A. Then (x,y)£T(M) 
if and only if there exist a (k+m+n)-ary polynomial p over 91 and xityt£A 
(/=1, ..., Jc+m+ri) with xi=yi for i^k, yt)£M for k^i^k+m and 
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{yn x,)£M for k+m^i^k+m+n such that 

X = p(xlt..., xk+m+n), y = p(ylt ..., yk+m+„). 

Proof . Let R be the set of all (x, y) such that there exist a (k+m+n)-ary 
p and x,, yt with the prescribed properties. Clearly R is reflexive and symmetric 
and MQR. The Substitution Property for R can be shown easily by induction 
on the rank of polynomials, thus J?eLT(9l) and T(M)QR. If S€LT(9I) and 
MQS then (xit yt)£S whether xt—yt, (x., y)£M or (y^x^M, hence by 
the Substitution Property for S, we also have (x,y)£S for x—p{xit ..., ^k+m+n)) 
y=P(ji,yt+m+J- Hence RQS, implying that R=T(M). 

Lemma 2. Let il=(A, F) and x, y€~A. Then (a, b)£T(x, y) if and only if 
there exists a binary algebraic function cp over 91 such that a=cp(x, y) and 
b=(p(y,x). 

This follows immediately from Lemma 1. 

Theorem. Let 'V be a variety of algebras. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(1) "V is tolerance regular; 
(2) there exist a (3+m+n)-ary polynomial p and 5-ary polynomials qj such 

that qj(y, x, x, y,z)=z and 

x = p(x, y, z, qx(x, y, x, y, z), ..., qm(x, y, x, y, z), z, ..., z), 

y = P(x, y, z, z, ..., z, qm+1(x, y, x, y, z), ..., qm+n(x, y, x, y, z)). 
Proof . (!.)=>• (2). Let f be a tolerance regular variety and <3l=(A, F)= 

— ̂ (x, y,z) the free algebra of "V with free generators {x, y, z). Put T= T(x, y). 
Since 21 is tolerance regular, we have T=Tol {[z]T}, where [z]T is a tolerance 
class of T containing z. However, Tol {[z]T}=r(M) for M— {z}x[z]r, thus 
T(x,y) = T(M). Since (x,y)£T(M), Lemma 1 implies the existence of a polynomial 
p* and elements x{, y£A with 

x, = yt for i = 1, . . . , k, 

yi — z f ° r fe<isfc + m, 
xt = z> for k+m < i ^ k+m+n 

such that 
x = p*(*i, ...,xk+m+J, y = p*(ylf ...,yk+m+n). 

Since ' 21 = g3(x, y, z), there exist ternary polynomials v{ such that xt=y,= 
=vl(x, y,z) for ¿=1, ..., k, i.e. there exists a (3 + w +«)-ary polynomial p such that 

(a) x = p*(xt, . . . ,x t + m + n ) = p(x,y, Z,h15 ...,Mm+n), 

y = P*(y 1> J'fc + m+n) = P(x,y, Z, W„ + I1), 
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where Uj=xj+k, Wj=yj+k (y'=l, . . . ,m+n) , i.e. 

(b) Uj€[z]T, wj = z for j = I, ..., m, 

Uj = z, Wj€[z]T for j = m + l, ..., m + n. 

If Uj€[z]T, Wj—z then (m;, z)=(uj, Wj)£ToI [[z]T}=T(x, y). By Lemma 2, there 
exists a binary algebraic function (p} such that Uj — (pj(x, y) and z=q>j(y, x). 
Since UI=g a(x, y, z), there exists a 5-ary polynomial gj over "f such that 
<Pj(r,s) = q j ( r , s , x , y , z ) , i . e . 

(c) Uj = qj(x,y,x,y, z) and z = q}(y,x,x,y,z). 

We can proceed analogously if Uj=z, Wj£[z]T. Thus (a), (b), (c) imply (2). 
(2)=K1). Let ii=(A, F)er, T\, T2ÇhT (91) and let [z]Ti=[z]Ti be a common 

tolerance class of Suppose (x,y)£.Tx. Then also 

(qj(x, y, x, y, z), z) = (qj(x, y, x, y, z), qj(y, x, x, y, z))^Tt, 

i.e. qj(x,y, x, y, z)e[z]Ti = [z]Ts. Therefore (qj(x, y, x, y, z), z)eT2 for 7 = 1 , ... 
...,m+n. By (2), we have (x, y)£T2, i.e. TX^T2. The converse inclusion can be 
proved analogously, thus 21 and also "V is tolerance regular. 

R e m a r k . Since every congruence is a tolerance, tolerance regularity of "V 
implies regularity of "V, i.e. (2) of the theorem is a sufficient condition for the 
regularity of "V. If is, moreover, congruence-permutable, then Werner's 
Theorem in [9] implies LT (91)=Con (91) for each 91<E "V, thus (2) of the Theorem 
is also necessary. A simpler Mal'cev characterization of permutability and regularity 
is given by the author in [10]. 
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